Impact Journey
Overview
A Culture of Belonging:

Fostering Belonging in Classrooms and Schools
This Impact Journey aims to honor the impact that educators
have on student belonging and strengthen classroom and school
practices to create opportunities for all students to achieve
excellent outcomes.

At the end of the session, participants will be able to build a culture of
belonging by becoming more self-aware, holding high expectations, and
building authentic relationships through a focus on educational equity.

End in Mind
Students come to our schools from various
backgrounds, different life experiences, with
unique strengths, and at varying degrees of
readiness. What works for one student may not
work for another.
Building a culture of belonging is about identifying
issues and gaps that prevent students from
fully engaging in their education and providing
targeted solutions or resources to address them.
Approaches to creating that culture will look
different in every school and community. This
session will provide educators with choices for how
to achieve excellent outcomes for all students.
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A Culture of Belonging

LEARNING TARGETS
This Impact Journey will prepare educators to:
• Understand how the brain works to increase self-awareness and address bias
• Build educational equity by communicating high expectations
• Create a culture of belonging through authentic relationships
• Utilize Leader in Me Highly Effective Practices to strengthen students’ sense
of inclusion and belonging

CUSTOMIZE YOUR IMPACT JOURNEY EXPERIENCE
Impact Journeys consist of two parts:
Impact Journey Workshops equip your target audience with new learning about the Impact Journey
content area. They can be delivered across a variety of modalities, and by either a FranklinCovey Consultant or a certified member of your district staff.*
Implementation Coaching helps your school implement the content from the workshops, deepens the
new learning, and advances progress on achieving your targeted results.

Implementation
Coaching:
•
•
•
•

Basic
Standard
Advanced
Custom

Modality:

Audience

• Live Onsite**
• Live Online**
• On Demand*

• Educators
• Administrators

*Requires Leader in Me membership
**Digital workshop materials are included
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